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Abstract 

Utilization of public Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) has increased drastically since its 
inception, with many businesses using a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) business model, 
meaning their entire business is run on the cloud. Due to this business model’s increase in 
popularity in recent years, CSPs need to make security of data in the cloud their top priority 
and give their customers the proper tools they need to protect their data while using their 
services. This paper intends to give a comprehensive overview of the Encryption Key 
Management Services offered by two of the most frequently use CSPs: Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). In this research, AWS Key 
Management Service (KMS) and Google Cloud Key Management Service offerings were 
tested hands-on within each respective CSPs cloud console. Each Key Management 
Service was thoroughly tested to fully understand their capabilities, use cases, and faults. 
Based on the findings it can be observed that AES-256 was the clear winner for symmetric 
encryption key use and RSA for asymmetric encryption keys. In addition, this paper 
identifies and presents several open research problems in the field of cloud-based 
encryption as well. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This paper reviews the encryption methods and key management services for secure cloud 
computing by using AWS and GCP. This section briefly overview the context and 
definitions that will give guidance to the overall subject of this discussion. 

1.1 Cloud Service Provider (CSP) 

A cloud service provider (CSP), is a company that offers some components of cloud 
computing [1] [2]. The most common methods to leverage CSP services are Infrastructure 
as a Service (IaaS), where a Company maintains on premises servers and datacenters, but 
pushes some of the workload and storage to the cloud. Platform as a Service (PaaS), where 
a Company maintains their own application engine, but leverages the cloud to deploy their 
application, and Software as a Service (SaaS) where a Company completely utilizes the 
cloud for hosting their application and storage. The most widely used public cloud service 
providers include Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and 
Microsoft Azure [3][4]. 

1.2 Symmetric Encryption  

In symmetric encryption, only one key is used to encrypt and decrypt data [5] this is 
typically used for encrypting storage volumes, databases, and storage buckets as the 
computing overhead is generally much lower in symmetric encryption than asymmetric. 
The industry standard symmetric encryption algorithm utilized by all public CSPs is 
Advanced Encryption Standard with 256-bit length key (AES-256) [6]. 

1.3 Asymmetric Encryption 

Asymmetric encryption, also known as public key cryptography, encrypts and decrypts 
data using two separate yet mathematically connected cryptographic keys. These keys are 
known as a “public key” and “private key.” Together, they’re called a “public and private 
key pair.” [5][7] Asymmetric encryption is typically used in end-to-end encryption 
between a client and server. On a website for example, the owner of the website maintains 
the private key with a certificate signed by a certified authority (CA) and distributes a 
public key to each client whenever they visit the website [7][8]. 

1.4 Key Management Service 

The three most widely used CSPs (AWS, GCP, and Azure) all offer key management 
services [9]. A key management service allows customers to centrally manage all of their 
encryption keys within the cloud. Customers can create, manage access, delete, and rotate 
their encryption keys within their key management service dashboard. This is particularly 
useful as the service is integrated with Identity and Access Management (IAM) services, 
allowing for granular distribution and restriction of access to these encryption keys. These 
encryption keys can encrypt access to storage volumes, databases, storage buckets, and 
even different cloud-based services such as infrastructure monitoring logs [10]. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

Security is generally a large concern among previous works regarding the topic of key 
management services in the cloud, this is due to the fact that a single point of failure is 
created when customers become over-reliant on cloud services to manage resources and 
sensitive customer data [11]. Depending on the type of data stored within databases, storage 
volumes, and storage buckets in the cloud, customers want a full guarantee that their data 
will be safe utilizing the CSPs methods of encryption key management [12]. To assure the 
security in cloud based environments, this paper presents two frameworks as follows as 
prior work.  

Ahmad, Shahnawaz, et al. [13], the authors go in depth about secure encryption key 
creation and processes that must be in place to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability are not compromised for these keys which are managed through a CSP. 
Random bit generation for keys must be truly random enough to avoid the key encryption 
algorithm from being compromised and keys being distributed must be protected during 
transmission. The authors then proposes a more generic solution to stop data loss by 
implementing a Cloud-Based Data Loss Prevention (DLP) framework. The proposed 
framework consists of six major categories: 

1. Data Discovery and Classification – This category focuses on determining what 
data is worth protecting, as well as associating a level of protection for each 
document. For example, levels of sensitivity could vary from public information 
which requires no protection, to confidential information which must be stored 
encrypted at rest [13][14]. 

2. Advanced OCR & NLP Capability – This is the process of utilizing machine 
learning and artificial intelligence software to determine what data is stored in 
documents and how sensitive the information is. This is important as an IT security 
department doesn’t necessarily have the time to sift through all stored documents 
and classify them based on sensitivity of the data [13][15]. 

3. Fingerprinting & Tagging – This is the process of identifying IT assets, this can be 
managed using an asset management platform or mobile device management 
(MDM) tool. This process is important to identify mission-critical information 
assets and what levels of protection each asset may require to keep the business 
operational [13][16]. 

4. Clipboard Monitoring – This process involves logging all user interactions within 
the cloud-based environment. This is important for identifying potential disgruntled 
employees and insider threats, as well as unusual/malicious activity occurring in 
the environment [13][17]. 

5. Content-Based Policy & Rules – This process involves establishing baselines that 
all employees must adhere to, as well as give direction to restoring the environment 
in the event of a disaster or disruption. Other policies could include ethical behavior 
requirements for employees and an incident response plan in the event of a potential 
data breach [13][18]. 
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6. Compliance Management – This process involves adhering to various compliance 
frameworks and requirements to assure user entities of the business that their data 
is being properly protected [13][19]. 

 

This framework establishes defense-in-depth by hardening security at all layers and facets 
a business may operate on. 

Noor, Talal, et al. [20] the authors propose a “Trust Management Framework” for public 
cloud service providers (e.g., AWS, GCP, and Azure) to maintain a healthy trust 
relationship between the customer and CSP. This framework proposes three layers: 

1. Trust Feedback Sharing Layer – This layer consists of different parties including cloud 
service consumers and providers, which give trust feedback to each other. The feedback is 
maintained via a module called the Trust Feedback Collector. The feedback storage relies 
on the trust management systems, in the form of centralized, decentralized, or within the 
cloud environment through a trusted cloud service provider. Within the Trust Feedback 
Sharing Layer lies four dimensions [20]: 

1.1.Credibility – This dimension refers to the quality of the information or service that 
makes cloud service consumers or provides trust the information or the service 
[20][21].  

1.2.Privacy – This dimension refers to the degree of sensitive information disclosure 
cloud service consumers may fall victim to during interactions with the trust 
management system [20][22].  

1.3.Personalization – This dimension refers to the degree of autonomy cloud service 
consumers and providers adhere to within the rules of the trust management system 
[20][23].  

1.4.Integration – This dimension refers to the ability to integrate different trust 
management perspectives and techniques [20][24].  

 

2. Trust Assessment Layer – This layer represents the core of any trust management 
system: trust assessment. The assessment might contain more than one metric. TAL 
handles a huge amount of trust assessment queries from several parties through a module 
called the Trust Result Distributor. This typically involves checking the trust results 
database and performing the assessment based on different trust management techniques. 
TAL delivers the trust results to a database in the trust results distribution layer through the 
module of the trust result distributor. This procedure is taken to avoid redundancy issues 
in trust assessment. Within the Trust Assessment Layer lies six dimensions [20]: 
 

2.1.Perspective – This dimension depends on the focus of the trust management 
approach of the framework, some may focus on the consumer’s perspective, while 
others may focus on the CSPs perspective [20][25]. 
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2.2.Technique – This dimension refers to the degree to which a technique can be 
adopted by the trust management system to manage and assess trust feedback 
[20][26].  

2.3.Adaptability – This dimension refers to how quickly the trust assessment function 
can adapt to the changes of involved parties such as the cloud service consumer and 
CSP [20][27].  

2.4.Security – This dimension refers to the robustness of the trust assessment function 
against malicious behaviors and attacks. This dimension is very important as a 
cloud service consumer is trusting the CSP to offer services to allow for the cloud 
service consumer to protect their data, as well as deferring other aspects of security 
such as physical data center access to the CSP [20][28]. 

2.5.Scalability – This dimension refers to one of the most fundamental aspects of the 
cloud. One of the most appealing aspects of the cloud is that it operates on a pay-
as-you-go model, and only pay for the compute resources used. The cloud is heavily 
relied upon to be able to scale for any amount of network demand and to 
continuously grow its capabilities as time goes on [20][29]. 

2.6.Applicability – This dimension refers to the degree that the trust assessment 
function can be adopted to support trust management systems deployed for cloud 
services [20][30].  

 

3. Trust Results Distribution Layer – Similar to TFSL, this layer consists of different parties 
including cloud service consumers and providers, which issue trust assessment inquiries 
about other parties (e.g., a cloud service consumer inquiry about a specific cloud service). 
All trust assessment inquiries are transmitted to the trust assessment function through the 
module of trust assessment and results distributor. The final results are maintained in a 
database where cloud service consumers and providers can retrieve. Within the Trust 
Results Distribution Layer lies four dimensions [20]: 

3.1.Response Time – This is the time that the trust management system requires to 
handle trust assessment inquiries, access feedback, and distribute trust results 
[20][31].  

3.2.Redundancy – This dimension refers to the degree of redundancy support that the 
trust management system maintains in order to manage and assess the trust 
feedback [20][32].  

3.3.Accuracy – This dimension refers to the degree of correctness of the distributed 
trust results that can be determined through one or more accuracy characteristics 
such as the unique identification of feedback and using the proper assessment 
function security level [20][33].  

3.4.Security – This dimension refers to the degree of protection that the trust 
assessments and results distributor has against malicious behaviors and attacks 
[20][34]. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

This research uses a hands-on approach for the analysis of each key management service 
available from each of the two largest cloud service providers (AWS and GCP). The 
authors have utilized demo accounts within each cloud service and tested the capabilities 
of each service. The following investigation will provide figures to guide each of the testing 
steps in this analysis. 
 
3.1 AWS KEY MANAGEMENT SERVICE (KMS) 
 
AWS KMS allows customer to create, manage, rotate, and delete their customer-owned 
encryption keys. Each encryption key managed within KMS includes attached metadata 
that customers can view, such as the key ID, key spec, key usage, creation date, description 
(optional), key state, and key material. Key spec refers to the type of encryption the key 
utilizes, this could be either symmetric or asymmetric, as well as the type of algorithm the 
key supports. By default, AWS KMS keys use AES-256 encryption for symmetric keys. 
Asymmetric key algorithms are typically customer defined, as asymmetric encryption is 
rarely utilized in AWS KMS [35]. AWS supports RSA and Elliptic Curve (ECC) 
asymmetric key pairs [36]. Key usage determines how the encryption key is used, a key 
can either be used to encrypt and decrypt in most cases. However, in the case of asymmetric 
encryption, a key can also be used for signing and verifying signatures. Each KMS key can 
only have one type of usage associated with them. Key state determines the current status 
of the key, this could be enabled, disabled, or pending deletion. Key material refers to the 
string of bits that make up the encryption algorithm of the key, this must be kept secret to 
protect the cryptographic operations that use it. However, public key material is designed 
to be shared [37]. 
 
3.1.1 AWS KMS – Envelope Encryption 
 
When a customer encrypts their data with an encryption key, the data is protected. 
However, the key remains exposed. To solve this issue, envelope encryption can be used 
within KMS. This concept involves encrypting the encryption key that encrypts the data 
(referred to as the ‘data key’) with another encryption key (referred to as the ‘root key’) 
[38]. An AWS customer can import their plaintext data key into KMS, which will encrypt 
it with a root key, the root key can never leave the KMS module unencrypted. To use the 
key, it must be called within KMS. Envelope encryption also allows for the combination 
of multiple algorithms, a symmetric root key can be used to encrypt an asymmetric data 
key. Reference the figure below which further describes the concept of envelope encryption 
[39]. 

 
Figure 1: AWS KMS Envelope Encryption [39] 
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3.1.2 AWS vs Customer Managed Keys 
 
Within KMS, there are two types of encryption key ownership, AWS managed, and 
customer managed. For customer managed keys, the customer retains full ownership of the 
key. The customer can enable, disable, rotate, and delete the key. AWS managed keys are 
KMS keys in a customer’s account that are created, managed, and used on their behalf by 
an AWS service integrated with KMS top protect the customer’s resources in the service. 
Some examples of services include AWS S3 (global storage buckets), AWS CloudTrail 
(infrastructure logging service), and AWS Inspector (vulnerability scanning service for 
containers and compute instances). Customers can still view their AWS managed key’s 
policies and audit their use [39][40]. However, they cannot change the policies, rotate, or 
delete the keys. AWS managed keys are rotated on an annual basis. 
 
3.1.3 AWS KMS Walk-Through Implementation 
 
To further test the capabilities of AWS KMS, a demo account was created to test the 
service. AWS KMS was used to create a KMS key the figure below shows the AWS KMS 
dashboard. 
 

 
Figure 2: AWS KMS Dashboard 

 
We were then introduced to a wide variety of options such as the key type (symmetric or 
asymmetric), key usage, and other advanced options. 
 

 
Figure 3: AWS KMS Key Type and Key Usage 
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We were then able to allow specific AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) groups 
and roles for users who were allowed have administrative permissions over this encryption 
key. Reference the figure below. 
 

 
Figure 4: KMS Key Admin Permissions 

 
The next step in our configuration allowed us to assign AWS IAM groups and roles who 
were allowed to use the encryption key, but not have administrative privileges of the key. 
 

 
Figure 5: KMS Key Usage Permissions 

 
After this step, our key had been generated and is now visible within the AWS KMS 
dashboard. 
 

 
Figure 6: AWS KMS Dashboard after the KMS Key had been created 
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3.2 GOOGLE CLOUD PLATFORM (KMS)  
 
Google Cloud Platform is a cloud hosted key management service that lets you manage 
symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic keys for cloud services. GCP can handle a 
variety of keys, these include AES 256, RSA 2048, RSA 3072, RSA 4096, EC P256, and 
EC P384 [41][42]. These can be protected via software or hardware based on user 
preference, and users can switch back and forth with a simple button click. Encryption keys 
can be managed by a third party as well using EKM (external key manager). These are 
deployed outside of Googles infrastructure and allows separation of data at rest and 
encryption keys. Using this EKM, users can request an encryption key, provide justification 
for said key, and a mechanism to either deny or approve the request [43].  
 
Google KMS uses a five-level hierarchy. The top level is called GCP project which can be 
linked to an organization or company. After this comes keyrings, which hosts separate 
crypto keys. A key ring belongs to a certain project and therefore resides in a certain 
location. They also set permissions for the various keys they hold, so the keys within each 
key ring has the same permissions. These keys are subject to changes as the encryption 
changes. This is where the final tier comes in, CryptoKeyVersion. Google also offers a 
REST API as part of the KMS. This allows developers to access KMS functions to list, 
create, destroy, and update various encryption keys [44][45].  
 
 

 
Figure 7: GCP KMS summed up [44] 
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3.2.1 Google Cloud Platform Encryption 
 
Google uses a very similar style of encryption for all their storage systems. While it follows 
the same style, the way it is implemented and rolled out varies with each system [46]. By 
default, GCP uses AES-256 encryption when data is at rest in storage. Data in transit is 
encrypted using TLS. By default, GCP uses Data Encryption Key (DEK) and Key-
Encryption-Key (KEK). These two are paired and stored using Googles own Key 
Management Service (KMS). The KEK is used to encrypt the DEK, which was used to 
encrypt the actual data, to help increase security [47][48][49][50]. From here, the Google 
KMS is goes to work, using other services provided by Google to store the keys that are 
going to be used for decryption and further encryption on the cloud. To retrieve these keys, 
users must submit credentials/permissions proving they have rightful access. This is done 
using Identity and Access Management (IAM) [51]. 
  
GCP also provides another method to help further encryption. This is called Data Loss 
Prevention (DLP). DLP helps users identify possibly sensitive data and mask that data. 
Such data could include Personally Identifiable Information. By using the DLP method and 
combining it with the KMS, it is possible to use various encryption methods such as Format 
Preserving Encryption [52]. This means that the data is encrypted into an impossible to 
understand mess while the format is kept to the original plaintext. This method and many 
more can be accomplished using KMS, IAM, and DLP to help users further their 
encryption capabilities with their data. These services can also be setup to encrypt data 
automatically when uploaded to the Google cloud storage. Figure 8 shows how data is 
encrypted at Google. It begins by uploading the data, from there the data is chunked and 
encrypted separately. These encrypted chunks are then spread across Googles storage 
infrastructure. 
  

 
Figure 8: How data is encrypted on GCP [52] 
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3.2.2 Google Cloud Platform KMS Walk-Through 
 
We are now going to show a walk-through of how to create a cryptographic key using 
GCP. The first step is to select the project from which the keyring will be held. We will be 
following the instructions found in [53]. 
 

 
Figure 9: Selecting project to hold keys/keyring [53] 

 
After the project has been selected, we need to make sure that some form of billing is 
enabled on the account to store the keys. We were using a 3-month trial so we were able to 
skip this step. After this we need to make sure the GCP KMS API is enabled. 
 

 
Figure 10: Enabling the KMS API. 

 
After enabling the API, we need to install and initialize GCP command line interface. This 
can be done through command line or a setup wizard. We used the setup wizard as it 
initializes the command line with the base configuration. Another reason why we used the 
setup wizard is because it also installs other dependencies that Google command line 
requires [54].  
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Figure 11: Using setup wizard to install GCP CLI. 

 
The next step is to create a keyring and key to encrypt data. We will make a keyring named 
test and a key named QuickStart. These are done using the following commands. The last 
gcloud command shows the metadata for the key just created. As shown in the path name, 
a keyring named test was created with a crypto key named QuickStart.  
 

 
Figure 12: Creating a key ring and key named test and QuickStart respectively  

 
Now we have created the keys, it is time to encrypt something. We used the echo command 
to send “Text to be encrypted” to a file named mysecret.txt. We then used the gcloud kms 
encrypt command, specifying the location, keyring, key, and plaintext/ciphertext file to 
input the unencrypted data from and output the encrypted data to. We finally encrypted 
something using the keys we created. Now it is time to decrypt the encrypted text. This is 
done through almost the same as the encrypt command, except we replace encrypt with 
decrypt. The rest of the parameters remain the same as the original encrypt command 
except for the cipher and plaintext locations are swapped. 
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Figure 13: Creating text to be encrypted and encrypting it as well as decrypting 

 

 
Figure 14: Encrypted file created 

 

 
Figure 15: Keyring and key shown on GCP dashboard 

 
Now we have successfully decrypted the file, we need to think about our keyring and the 
matter of storing it. We don’t have much use for these keys and more, so we don’t want to 
get charged for storage fees. To remedy this, we need to delete or destroy the keys. To do 
that we need the key version. This can be found using the KMS keys versions command. 
Our version was 1 so we input that into the KMS keys versions destroy command and 
specify which key we want to target. 
 

 
Figure 16: Destroying the key we previously made 
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4 RESULTS 

We were able to successfully create encryption keys in both AWS KMS and GCP KMS. 
Amazon Web Services offers a simple, yet granular Key Management Service that allowed 
us to leverage and manage encryption keys easily within the cloud-based environment. The 
Google Cloud Platform was relatively easy to use to create keys, and the command line 
that it offers is used for all Google Cloud resources. So it is very versatile as well as straight 
forward. Everything provided on the Google Cloud Console is also able to be altered 
through this command line, though it may be easier in most instances to just use the 
console. Both services offer a way to create an asymmetric or symmetric key. 

In addition, this research shows how similar both systems are in how they work. Both 
utilize different method to encrypt the data key and use some of the same services to 
accomplish a task, such as Identity and Access Management (IAM). On the other hand, 
one of the main differences noticed between the two is that AWS handles key creation 
entirely through a GUI on the cloud dashboard. Meanwhile, GCP uses a specific command 
line interface to create keys and encrypt data. These keys can also be created through the 
console, though it is not as straightforward as it was with AWS. Other than how things are 
implemented; the actual process is relatively the same except for the concept of keyrings, 
which is unique to GCP it seems. One reason why this could be is because AWS asks while 
a key is being created for its permissions and who has access to it. GCP handles this by 
creating different keyrings to hold keys having different permissions with different 
accesses. Overall AWS seems to handle key creation in an easier, more graceful, way. This 
is mostly due to the fact a GUI is used instead of having to enter commands as the fastest 
method.  

When it comes down to volume sizes available, AWS offers 500GB to 16 TB while GCP 
offers 1 GB to 64 TB. AWS offers different types of keys, those being regular data keys 
and customer master keys (CMK’s). These master keys can be used to encrypt and decrypt 
data and the data keys are generated, encrypted, and decrypted by the CMK’s. These can 
be customer or AWS managed. They essentially serve the same purpose as GCP’s Key-
Encryption-Key. GCP and AWS offer different encryption types. AWS offers AES-GCM 
and RSA-OAEP; while GCP offers RSA PKCS#1v1.5 and RSA-OAEP. Both also offer 
the same asymmetric key lengths. These are 2048-bit, 3072-bit, and 4096-bit RSA. It is the 
same for symmetric key length, that being 256-bit AES. 

Another noticeable difference involves the way each of the two CSPs operate. AWS KMS 
is used to encrypt storage, services, and other resources within the cloud, while GCP KMS 
is utilized to encrypt data elsewhere and manage the keys within the cloud. This is largely 
due to the fact that GCP by default encrypts all data at-rest for their databases, data 
warehouses, storage buckets, and other storage services to take the burden off the customer 
to do so themselves. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

Throughout this paper we have compared two different yet uniquely similar KMS and 
encryption systems. Both these systems seem to follow a similar guideline or path for how 
they encrypt their data and how they manage their keys. Even though they are very similar 
they still have their own unique qualities. Both services do a phenomenal job in encrypting 
data and managing their keys. It really is a user’s preference as to what service they choose, 
as both offer almost the same service with a few variations. While it is unfortunate that we 
were unable to test Microsoft Azure KMS, it is not farfetched to believe that it also operates 
along similar principals to AWS and GCP. Both of these services can confidently say that 
they protect both the integrity of that data users provide to it and the keys created within. 
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